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CTO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: stands at the ready to protect the CO ::
CMO_Kymar says:
::his hand twitches towards his Phaser Pistol again before he stills it::
CEO_Jelis says:
@ ::working in the basement of the Embassy with Ensign Torque, trying to get the portable generator online::
Civ_Stelakh says:
%::Regards the Regina stoically.::
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%::Smiles:: CIV: Perhaps you'd like refreshment?
CO_Q`tor says:
@Benzite Female: Where is the ambassador?
Benzite_Female says:
@::leading QIb's team through the darkened Embassy, turns as she hears the CO's voice:: CO: He's just through here, in the conference room ::indicates a door::
Civ_Stelakh says:
%RA:  Had I been aware of your desire to join the Federation, I would have brought the necessary documents and applications, Your Grace.  Before we repair for refreshment, if you wish, I will contact my ship and have them beamed down.
CEO_Jelis says:
@ ::looks at the generator, all hooked up, turned on, but for some reason not working::
CEO_Jelis says:
@ ::looks at Ensign Torque::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: follows along ready to fire ::
CEO_Jelis says:
@ ::nods to Ensign Torque::
CNS_Shirley says:
::just looks at paperwork in my quarters::
CMO_Kymar says:
::taps the console again:: COM: *Palace AT*: This is the QIb, Are you there Ambassador? ::grumbles quietly to himself::
EO_Torque says:
@ ::bashes the generator, and steps back as it shudders into life::
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%CIV: You misunderstand. I have no such desire.  I want defense, and trade.  I really couldn't be bothered with attending all those... dreary... meetings discussing everything ::grins::
Civ_Stelakh says:
%RA:  Then, in the interest of your desires, please allow me to retrieve the documents necessary in that regard, so that I may submit them with all due speed.
CNS_Shirley says:
::decides to head up to the bridge :: ::enters turbo-lift::
CO_Q`tor says:
@::following the Benzite female::
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%::grins, her eyes dancing:: CIV: You wouldn't eat first?  We have a banquet ready!
CMO_Kymar says:
::looks around for Commander Lorenzo and see's an Ensign walk out of the turbo lift towards him::
CO_Q`tor says:
@*CIV*: Ambassador Stelakh, this is Captain Q'tor. What is your situation?
Civ_Stelakh says:
%RA:  Most kind, Your Grace.  Perhaps, then, the banquet may be made a celebration of the new status with Grecenia, with regard to the Federation.
CNS_Shirley says:
::exits on to the bridge::
Ensign_Whoever says:
CMO: Doctor, Commander Lorenzo is busy at the moment and asked me to tell you that the bridge is yours
Benzite_Female says:
@::uses a manual override to open a door, that parts to reveal an elderly Vulcan male, and a Bolian female.
Civ_Stelakh says:
%RA:  I beg pardon, Your most gracious majesty, I must report that we have arrived safely.  It will take but a moment, and then I would be most grateful to accept your gracious hospitality.
CEO_Jelis says:
@::starts running final checks of the powered-up Generator with Ensign Torque::
CMO_Kymar says:
::smiles and nods to the ensign before walking down to the center chair and gently easing himself into it::
Civ_Stelakh says:
%::Without waiting for her approval, he taps his comm-badge.::
CEO_Jelis says:
@ ::runs a few scans with his tricorder, looking up to see the occasional nod from Torque::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:@:: Scans the Vulcan and Bolian for Star Fleet chips ::
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%::raises her arm, and snaps her fingers:: CIV: Just out of curiosity, could you try groveling a little harder?  I like the attention ::purses her lips:: And I think you've seen what happens to people who don't give it. ::starts walking towards a door at the far end of the hall::
Civ_Stelakh says:
%*COM*:  Stelakh to Q'Tor.  We have arrived in the Palace and have been greeted by the Regina, who has invited us to join her for a banquet.  ::He arches a brow.::  Cruz Heghta'.
CMO_Kymar says:
::checks the little panel thing on his chair and opens a channel again:: COM: *Any AT*: This is Doctor Kymar, can any of you read me?
CO_Q`tor says:
@*CIV*: Any word on the whereabouts of our missing people?
CEO_Jelis says:
@*CO* Sir, we have power to the generator. You can let the Embassy staff know they should be able to turn their systems back on.
CO_Q`tor says:
@COMM: *CMO*: This is the Captain. We read you. Prepare sickbay for evacuees.
CMO_Kymar says:
COM: *CO*: Finally! Captain, Sickbay is ready. What exactly is going on down there?
CO_Q`tor says:
@*CEO*: Very good Commander. Report back to my location.
OPS_Augustus says:
::Walks unto the bridge and assumes his position::
CEO_Jelis says:
@*CO* On my way, sir. I'll be leaving Ensign Torque here to watch the Generator, if that’s okay.
OPS_Augustus says:
::logs unto his station, reading the current status of the ship::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: taps her comm-badge and sets shipside tactical to preparing for evacuation ::
CO_Q`tor says:
@*CMO*: We are not sure doctor. There doesn't appear to be any immediate danger, but that could change very quickly.
Benzite_Female says:
@::moves away to the side of the table, and sits::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: watches as Elite Rogue secures the area ::
CNS_Shirley says:
~~~~sensing the emotions and people around the palace... which are sleeping and scared and frightened~~~~
CO_Q`tor says:
@S'ral: You are Ambassador S'ral I presume?
CEO_Jelis says:
@ ::ascends the rusty basement ladder back to the first floor::
CMO_Kymar says:
COM: *CO*: Well, Sickbay is ready for anything at the moment, Captain. Lets just hope we don’t need it
Amb_S`ral says:
@::nods gravely:: CO: I am.  I presume you are Captain Q'Tor?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: watches the Bolian, Vulcan and Benzite with a carefully practiced Klingon scowl ::
CEO_Jelis says:
@ ::manages to catch his arm on the ladder on the way up, tearing his sleeve and drawing a small amount of blood:: Self: owww... 
CMO_Kymar says:
COM: *CIV*: Ambassador Stelakh, this is Doctor Kymar. Can you read me at all?
Amb_S`ral says:
@CO: Paul Bowland, and Jokanaan Cruz are both missing, Governmental staff refuse to discuss it with us, and the Regina has remained silent.  That is the situation as it stands.
OPS_Augustus says:
CMO: Hey, Doc...do you want to fill me in?
CEO_Jelis says:
@ ::retraces his steps back to the beam down point, following the now-dimly-lit corridors::
Civ_Stelakh says:
%::Without deactivating his comm-badge, so that it continues to transmit, he nods to the Regina.::
CO_Q`tor says:
@S'ral: Ambassador, I believe that you and your remaining staff should return with me to the QIb until we can get this straightened out.
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%::walks through the door, which footmen on the other side of opened for her as she approached, and through to a small, elegantly decorated room, with a medium table, covered in food in it::
Civ_Stelakh says:
%RA:  I believe that you mentioned a banquet, Your Grace.  ::He offers her is arm.::
OPS_Augustus says:
::continues to track the away teams movements::
CMO_Kymar says:
::smiles and nods:: OPS: Currently, we don’t know. There is probably something going on but the Away Team with Captain Q'tor is safe...I have yet to hear from Ambassador Stelakh yet
CEO_Jelis says:
@ ::hears the CO's booming voice in the distance and heads towards it::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: watches as the CEO's signal moves toward them ::
OPS_Augustus says:
CMO: and you got the bridge!  Bet your missing the action right?
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%::opens the bag, takes the head out, and places it at the head of the table::
CMO_Kymar says:
::chuckles:: OPS: I've never had the bridge before...it’s kinda fun. See if you can contact the Ambassador, we have yet to hear from him
Amb_S`ral says:
@::nods:: CO: I concur.
OPS_Augustus says:
CMO: Aye, anything besides contacting that you want said ::snickers:: Captain
Civ_Stelakh says:
%::Follows the Regina, ignoring the footmen as if the were furniture and sweeping past them regally.::
CO_Q`tor says:
@COM:*OPS*: Mr. Gladius, Ambassador Stelakh currently has an open channel on his communicator. Tap into it and keep it open.
CEO_Jelis says:
@ ::approaches the CTO, ensuring he's in the open and making lots of noise so she doesn't think it's someone creeping up. Continues to the CO and stands, ready to make his report.::
CMO_Kymar says:
::rolls his eyes and chuckles:: OPS: Doctor will do
OPS_Augustus says:
COM:*CO*: Aye aye SKipper, lock maintained channel opened
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: nods to the CEO with a slight smile ::
CEO_Jelis says:
@ ::returns the CTO's nod::
CO_Q`tor says:
@S'ral: Very well Ambassador. ::Looks around the room:: Is this all of your present staff?
OPS_Augustus says:
CMO: You got it Doc, we have a channel opened and we are monitoring the Ambassadors communications
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: scans the perimeter, motioning the sniper to cover the CO ::
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%CIV: Oh, while I remember, we just left the only part of the palace not covered by a transporter dampening field ::shrugs elegantly, as she reaches out towards a dish, and picks something out of it::
CMO_Kymar says:
::nods:: OPS: Put it on Audio speakers
OPS_Augustus says:
CMO: Audio aye ::hits the record and audio switches::
Amb_S`ral says:
@::nods:: CO: With Misters Cruz and Bowland missing, we are all present.
Civ_Stelakh says:
%RA:  Yes, Your Majesty.  I am aware of this.  However, as I believe we are people who have no need of ill will between us, it is not a concern.
OPS_Augustus says:
CMO: Doc, you want that I keep a transporter lock both on the Skipper and the Ambassador?
CO_Q`tor says:
@CTO: Commander, your team is to keep this area secure. The rest of us will be returning to the ship.
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%::smiles even more:: CIV: Oh good!  ::looks excited:: Then I should let you know, Bowland's in the basement. ::sucks on a long piece of green vegetable, as she pushes it into her mouth:: And unless you want me eating his intestines for dinner, I think we should talk trade.  We have no ill will?
CMO_Kymar says:
OPS: Yes, maintain one at all times and keep regular scans of the area. Any weapons fire, or melee fighting, pull them out
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
@CO: Hija’ HoD'wI’.
CO_Q`tor says:
@CEO: Commander Jelis, leave enough of your engineers behind to keep the lights and defenses on. Everyone else is to return to the ship.
OPS_Augustus says:
CMO: Aye consider it to be done
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: is silently relieved the CO is returning to the ship ::
CEO_Jelis says:
@ CO: Aye, sir. I'd appreciate a guard assigned to the basement, sir.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
@:: scans the area finding nothing of interest ::
CO_Q`tor says:
@::hearing over the COM what is happening at the palace starting to get very angry::
CO_Q`tor says:
@::nods to the CEO:: CTO: See to that Commander
CMO_Kymar says:
::sits back and listens to the audio, wondering what is going on exactly::
OPS_Augustus says:
::secures the transporter lock on both individuals::
Civ_Stelakh says:
%RA:  While I admit that I am lacking in the knowledge of the culinary practices of your people, I would suggest that such a diet would be both unhealthy, and, indeed, rather harsh on the palate.  Notwithstanding, yes, let us discuss trade.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
@CO: Yes, Captain. :: motions to the Zaldan to take basement detail ::
CEO_Jelis says:
@ *Torque* Ensign, you're in charge of the generator. I'm leaving you in charge down there, but Ensigns Rennaps and Tixxif will be joining you.
EO_Torque says:
@ *CEO* Sir. ::mutters::
CEO_Jelis says:
@ *Torque* There'll also be a guard on the way.
E)_Torque says:
@*CEO* Sir. ::mutters some more::
CO_Q`tor says:
@COM: *QIb*: QIb this is the Captain. 6 to beam up.
CMO_Kymar says:
OPS: Beam up Q'tor’s party
OPS_Augustus says:
COM:*CO*: Aye sir six to beam up
CEO_Jelis says:
@ ::awaits transport, eager to be out of this dimly-lit building with it's associated feeling of impending doom::
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%CIV: I want all the benefits of membership.  Free trade with all Federation protectorates, members, and colonies.
OPS_Augustus says:
CMO: Aye Doc, it's occurring now

ACTION: The @ team, with the exception of the poor engineers, and the tactical team left to guard them being left behind, are transported to the ship

CMO_Kymar says:
::sighs now that he isn't going to keep the center chair::
OPS_Augustus says:
CMO: Well Doc that is the end of your reign in the big chair, so what do you think about it?
CEO_Jelis says:
::rematerialises on the QIb, with something akin to relief::
Civ_Stelakh says:
%RA:  As you have said, Your Grace.  Of course, I will need to establish the proper agreements with member worlds of the Federation.  However, I anticipate no obstacles.
CMO_Kymar says:
OPS: It was...enjoyable, if a little brief. I just hope I did well enough to warrant another try ::grins::
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%::tosses her hair over her shoulder, whilst nibbling at some food::
CO_Q`tor says:
::Back on board the QIb:: CTO: Commander, organize a rescue party...heavily armed and stand by for further orders.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
::sighs with relief , readjusting her phaser armor ::
OPS_Augustus says:
CMO: Well, Doc, let's hope so, but more importantly let's hope that you will not be needed in Sick bay from this point on!
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%CIV: Good.  ::smiles yet more:: Tell your ship to do that.  We can tour the palace while we're waiting.
Civ_Stelakh says:
%RA:  Just as Your Grace wishes.
CMO_Kymar says:
::shrugs:: OPS: I doubt anyone on our teams down there will get hurt...but I'm expecting a few of their people to ::smiles and chuckles::
OPS_Augustus says:
CMO: I hope your right, about our people anyway
CO_Q`tor says:
::heads to the bridge::
Amb_S`ral says:
::on the ship for the first time:: CO: One moment, Captain
CMO_Kymar says:
::nods:: OPS: I hope so too
CO_Q`tor says:
S'ral: Yes?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: steps off the pad and  slaps her comm-badge, scrambling Charlie team ::
Civ_Stelakh says:
%*COM*:  Stelakh to QIb.  Prepare trade agreements for the planet of Grecenia.  Grecenia will obtain all benefits of membership within the United Federation of Planets, and will provide nothing in return.  These are the Regina's terms, and they are not open for discussion.  I will await reply.
OPS_Augustus says:
CMO: You can always take over at SCI 1
CEO_Jelis says:
::following the CO:: CO: Any further orders, sir?
Civ_Stelakh says:
%::Again, he leaves the comm open.::
Amb_S`ral says:
CO: Where should we remain until orbit has broken?  I anticipate a closing of the Embassy?
OPS_Augustus says:
CMO: At least it will keep you on the bridge
CMO_Kymar says:
OPS: Good idea...thanks ::gets up from his chair and walks over, logging onto Sci1 and bringing up the Medical Window::
CMO_Kymar says:
OPS: I've always loved the bridge...its better than Sickbay, anyway. Even if Sickbay is mine ::grins::
OPS_Augustus says:
CMO: I know what it's like to be kept off the bridge remember?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: heads off to the armory in her normal determined gait ::
CO_Q`tor says:
S'ral: At least Temporarily Ambassador. ::Motions for a crewmember:: Crewmember:: Escort the Ambassador and his people to sick bay to be checked out. Then arrange quarters and get them something to eat.
CMO_Kymar says:
:;smiles:: OPS: Yeah, I remember
Amb_S`ral says:
::nods, and is escorted by the crew member::
OPS_Augustus says:
Self: Those were the days ::smiling at the memory::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: watches as Charlie team prepares with practiced ease ::
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%::stands::
CO_Q`tor says:
::heads to the bridge::
CEO_Jelis says:
::continues following the CO, heading back to his nice safe console::
Civ_Stelakh says:
%::Watches the Regina.::
CNS_Shirley says:
::just watches around on the bridge::
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%CIV: There's something I want you to see. ::packs the head back in the bag, and motions to the footmen, as she heads for another door at the far end of the room::
Civ_Stelakh says:
%RA:  Certainly.
CO_Q`tor says:
::Enters the bridge:: CMO: Report!
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: moves out with Charlie team for the transporter room ::
Footmen says:
%::Scurry across, and open the door, which leads downwards into a dark stone staircase::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
*CO*: Charlie team is armed and ready, Sir.
CEO_Jelis says:
::follows behind the CO and retakes the Engineering station from Ensign Vallenti::
CO_Q`tor says:
*CTO* very well commander. Stand by for further orders.
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%::begins descending the staircase in the same regal manner she took the stairs::
CMO_Kymar says:
::cant help but grin:: CO: Nothing so far, Captain. The goings on are on Audio, but little is being said other than threats and demands
DloraH says:
@:: watches the perimeter ::
Civ_Stelakh says:
%::Follows the Regina silently.::
OPS_Augustus says:
::turns around as the Skipper walks onto the bridge::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
*CO*: Aye, Sir, Ravenprowler out.
Footmen says:
%::fall in behind the CIV::
EO_Torque says:
@ ::watches his generator, grumbling to himself::
CO_Q`tor says:
CMO: Very well. You may want to report to Sickbay Doctor. The Ambassador and his remaining staff are there now.
CMO_Kymar says:
::nods and logs off his station before reluctantly leaving the bridge::
EO_Vellenti says:
::nods to the CEO and leaves the bridge::
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%::continues descending down the spiral staircase:: CIV: Here lyeth the dungeons, Vulcan.  For centuries, those who have opposed rule on this world have met their just fate between these walls.
CO_Q`tor says:
OPS: Work with Commander Jelis. Find a way to neutralize that dampening field.
OPS_Augustus says:
CO: Sir, all away team members in the embassy have transporter locks on them we are in standard orbit
OPS_Augustus says:
CO: Aye sir
CMO_Kymar says:
::sends the TL for Sickbay and steps out as it stops::
CEO_Jelis says:
Self: A dampening field? Just great...
CEO_Jelis says:
OPS: Do we have any information on the field so far?
OPS_Augustus says:
CEO: Well sir we haven't been able to find the point of origin as of yet
TO_Ronat says:
@:: guards the engineers as ordered ::
Civ_Stelakh says:
%::His foot slips slightly on the stone step, and he loses his balance.  As he reaches out to the wall to steady himself, he pays careful attention to the reactions of the footmen.::
Footmen says:
%::suddenly lunge, bringing their arms across to their waists as the CIV moves towards the Regina::
Civ_Stelakh says:
%RA:  My apologies, Your Grace.  ::He regains his footing.::  It is rather dark.
CMO_Kymar says:
::smiles at the Ambassador:: Amb: Greetings, Ambassador S'ral. I am the ship’s Doctor, Kymar Dremel. ::picks up a Med Tricorder::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: watches the eager young faces of Charlie team, they are all so young ::
CEO_Jelis says:
:: starts running scans of the palace area, looking for clues about the dampening field::
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%::comes to the bottom of the staircase, and steps off into a stone hallway, with metal grills on one side, this hall lit by flaming torches attached to the walls::
OPS_Augustus says:
CEO: What about an EMP device something that will knock out the electronics
CEO_Jelis says:
OPS: How soon can you lock onto everyone once it's set off?
Civ_Stelakh says:
%RA:  Is this what you wished me to see, Your Grace?
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%CIV: This ::suddenly stops up short, and points at a grill:: CIV: Is Ensign Jokanaan Cruz. ::smiles proudly at a festering body, tied arm and leg to the grill, the body wearing a starfleet uniform, the body - headless::
OPS_Augustus says:
CEO: Well, if we do not have any problems of our own within 45 seconds if we know the species of those missing
Amb_S`ral says:
::turns, and nods, finally speaking, gravely:: CMO: Greetings.
CO_Q`tor says:
OPS: Both missing personnel are human
OPS_Augustus says:
CEO: You have to realize though sir that it might cause a backlash on our sensors and equipment
Civ_Stelakh says:
%RA:  Somewhat worse the wear, I dare say.  ::He actually grins.  It looks like a grin that has been practiced for a long time in front of a mirror, but it's still there.::
OPS_Augustus says:
CO: Then 15 seconds again barring any problems gentlemen
CMO_Kymar says:
::runs the tricorder over the Ambassador:: Amb: How're you feeling? Any headaches or coughs, pains in your joints?
CEO_Jelis says:
OPS: Hmmm... We know the power supply on the planet from the embassy.. I think we can modify a type VI probe to carry a subspace pulse generator that should do the trick. If we keep full shields up for ten seconds after it goes off, we shouldn't be affected. However, it'll probably take out everything for miles around the Palace.
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%CIV: Oh, believe me. ::shrugs:: I thought about tearing him limb from limb.
CO_Q`tor says:
::Thinking out loud:: Self: Isn't there anybody on that planet that can do something about this? A minister or somebody?
Amb_S`ral says:
CMO: Medically, I am well.  I have no problems with my biological functions.
OPS_Augustus says:
CEO: Might work, but again what about our sensors and transporters
OPS_Augustus says:
::runs a scenario on his board::
CMO_Kymar says:
::nods and checks his readings:: Amb: That matches, you appear to be in good health...if a little under-exercised
CEO_Jelis says:
OPS: The actual pulse will have dissipated over ten seconds. If we adjust shield harmonics to the pulse frequency and boost power we can block it, then drop shields for beam-out afterwards. Their equipment, though, will take at least an hour to get back online. Provided it all works okay.... 
Civ_Stelakh says:
%RA:  But surely, Your Grace, there are more pleasant surroundings in which we may hold our, ::he pauses meaningfully::, discussions.
Amb_S`ral says:
CMO: I have recently been devoting additional time to Grecenian culture; there has been less available for exercise.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: leans back against the wall stowing her weapon over her shoulder ::
OPS_Augustus says:
CEO: Want me to program the probe sir?
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%::purses her lips::
CEO_Jelis says:
OPS: Go ahead, I'll transfer the data to your console.
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%CIV: You're right. ::snaps her fingers again::
OPS_Augustus says:
CEO: Aye sir ::begins the sequence of programming the probe::
CMO_Kymar says:
::folds his Tricorder up and puts it down:: Amb: Well, you will have to get more. I would put you on a rota but you aren't a crewmember, so I suggest you talk to your local Medical Officer and get one from him
CEO_Jelis says:
::turns back to his own station and transfers the subspace pulse data to the OPS console::
DloraH says:
@ ::maintains his walk around the secured area, watching that the team stays on alert::
TO_Ronat says:
@:: growls about having to be a watchdog for engineering ::
CO_Q`tor says:
COM: *CIV*: Ambassador Stelakh, We have the appropriate treaty documents ready for transport.
Footmen says:
%::move to a door into the cage, and open it, folding it back so it blocks the corridor back upstairs::
OPS_Augustus says:
CEO: Should be ready for launch in about 3 minutes
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%::sighs:: CIV: Your crew have appalling timing.
OPS_Augustus says:
CO: When we have the probe ready do you want an immediate launch?
CEO_Jelis says:
OPS: Nice work, Lieutenant.
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%CIV: Have them transport the documents into the main hall, a footman will go and pick them up.
Civ_Stelakh says:
%RA:  Indeed.  But, you did wish to have the agreements with all due speed.
Amb_S`ral says:
CMO: I will doubtless have plenty of time before my next assignment.
OPS_Augustus says:
CEO: It will be nice work when it and if it works sir
Civ_Stelakh says:
%*COM*:  Stelakh to Q'Tor.  Please transport the documents to the palace's main hall.
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%CIV: In.
CMO_Kymar says:
::nods and smiles:: Amb: Very well, you can go to the bridge if you wish and oversee things there or get someone to assign you quarters
CEO_Jelis says:
::grins at Augustus:: Perhaps we should target an uninhabited area nearby.... in case it doesn't.  At least then there'll be a chance they won't notice the attempt.
OPS_Augustus says:
CEO: We are ready sir, awaiting order for launch
OPS_Augustus says:
CEO: I think we got one chance sir, lets make it count, we can always storm the place by force if nothing else
CO_Q`tor says:
OPS: Have the computer spit out some treaty documents giving the Grecenians everything they want.
CEO_Jelis says:
::nods to OPS::
OPS_Augustus says:
::turns toward the CO, shocked at what he heard::
CO_Q`tor says:
*CTO*: Report to the bridge Commander. I have a job for you.
OPS_Augustus says:
CO: Sir?
OPS_Augustus says:
::starts to print the documents as per ordered though::
CO_Q`tor says:
OPS: They just have to look official Lieutenant.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: straightens up:: *CO*: Aye, sir.  ;: marches off to the TL::
Civ_Stelakh says:
%RA:  ::Arches a brow.::  Mr. Cruz will present rather a great deal poorer company.
OPS_Augustus says:
Self: Thank God
Amb_S`ral says:
CMO: I believe quarters would be more suitable.  I cannot think of anything I could do to help on the bridge that could not be done from quarters.
OPS_Augustus says:
CO: Aye sir documents are being produced
OPS_Augustus says:
CEO/CO: Gentlemen the probe is ready for launch
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: enters the bridge locating the CO and marches over still armed to the teeth ::
CO_Q`tor says:
OPS: Launch your probe.
CMO_Kymar says:
::nods and snaps his fingers to Ensign Tucker:: Tucker: Ensign, find the ambassador quarters
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%CIV: Maybe. ::smiles sweetly:: Should I send for Mr. Bowland as well?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: Aye, Sir ;: smiles sweetly while fingering her T3::
CEO_Jelis says:
::takes a deep breath:: 
OPS_Augustus says:
CO: Aye probe launched::fires the probe off::
CMO_Kymar says:
Amb: Ensign Tucker will find you quarters to your liking, Ambassador. Follow him and be in good health ::smiles and nods his head slightly::
Amb_S`ral says:
::nods once at the doctor, before following the Ensign::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: raises an eyebrow at the CO ::
CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Take the documents that Lieutenant Augustus is preparing and four of your best warriors. You will beam down to the main hall of the palace and personally deliver those documents to Ambassador Stelakh.
OPS_Augustus says:
::watches the probe as its fired off::
OPS_Augustus says:
::turns to hand the documents to the CTO::
CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: At the first sign of trouble your assault/rescue team will be beamed down.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Nods to the CO and OPS before heading out for the transporter room ::
Host Regina_Alexina says:
%::smiles sweetly at the CIV she's standing right next to::
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